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Abstract

We consider a stochastic version of the classical shortest path problem whereby for each node of a graph,

we must choose a probability distribution over the set of successor nodes so as to reach a certain destination

node with minimum expected cost. The costs of transition between successive nodes can be positive as well

as negative. We prove natural generalizations of the standard results for the deterministic shortest path

problem, and we extend the corresponding theory for undiscounted finite state Markovian decision problems

by removing the usual restriction that costs are either all nonnegative or all nonpositive.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Given a directed graph with nodes 1,2,..., n and with a length (or cost) assigned to each arc,

the (deterministic) shortest path problem is to select at each node j j 1, a successor node p(j) so

that (j, I(j)) is an arc, and the path formed by a sequence of successor nodes starting at any node

i terminates at node 1 and has minimum length (i.e. minimum sum of arc lengths), over all paths

that start at i and terminate at 1.

The stochastic shortest path problem is a generalization whereby at each node, we must select a

probability distribution over all possible successor nodes, out of a given set of probability distribu-

tions. For a given selection of distributions and for a given origin node, the path traversed as well as

its length are now random, but we wish that the path leads to node 1 with probability one and has

minimum expected length. Note that if every feasible probability distribution assigns probability

one to a single successor node, we obtain the deterministic shortest path problem.

It is possible to analyze the stochastic shortest path problem by using the general theory of

Markovian decision problems [1], [2], [6], [10], [16]. This theory, however, applies only when the

arc costs are either all nonnegative or all nonpositive (corresponding to the classical positive and

negative dynamic programming models [4], [13]). On the other hand, the existing theory of the

(deterministic) shortest path problem allows arc lengths that can be negative as well as positive. As

a result, an analysis of the stochastic shortest path problem that generalizes the known results of its

deterministic counterpart cannot be inferred from Markovian decision theory, and is not available

at present. The purpose of this paper is to provide such an analysis. In particular, we allow arc

lengths that are negative as well as positive.

In our analysis, we require a condition that generalizes the positive cycle condition for the de-

terministic shortest path problem (every cycle must have positive length). We also require that the

available probability distributions at each state satisfy a connectivity condition analogous to the one

for the deterministic shortest path problem (every node is connected to the destination node 1 with

a path). These conditions are formulated using the notion of a proper stationary policy, that is, a

policy that leads to node 1 with probability one, regardless of the initial node. The results that we

prove are as strong as those for discounted Markovian decision problems. In particular, we show

that:

(a) The optimal cost vector is the unique solution of Bellman's equation.

(b) The successive approximation method converges to the optimal cost vector for an arbitrary
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1. Introduction

starting vector.

(c) The policy iteration algorithm yields an optimal stationary policy starting from an arbitrary

proper policy.

Despite the strength of our results, our assumptions do not imply that the corresponding dynamic

programming mapping is a contraction (unlike the situation in discounted problems), unless all

policies are proper.

To put the contribution of the present paper in perspective, we provide a survey of earlier work.

Our problem was first formulated by Eaton and Zadeh [8] who called it a problem of pursuit.

They were motivated by a problem of intercepting in minimum expected time a target that moves

randomly among a finite number of states. They showed how to formulate such a problem as one

with a stationary target (i.e., a destination in a shortest path context) by viewing as state the

pair of pursuer and target positions. Eaton and Zadeh [8] introduced the notion of a proper policy

and assumed that at each state except the destination, the one-stage expected cost is positive,

and the set of controls is finite. Within this context, they showed the results (a), (b), and (c)

outlined above. The analysis of Eaton and Zadeh was replicated and streamlined in the text by

Pallu de la Barriere [11], and in the text by Derman [6], who refers to the problem as the first

passage problem. Derman remarks that the finite-horizon, finite-state Markovian decision problem

is a special case. Veinott [15] shows that the dynamic programming mapping is a contraction if

all stationary policies are proper (see the remark preceding our Prop. 1 in Section 3). Kushner

[10] improves on the results of Eaton and Zadeh by allowing the set of controls at each state to

be infinite while imposing a compactness assumption, essentially our Assumption 2 of the next

section. Kushner [10] also analyzes problems in which the state space is countable and illustrates

some of the associated pathologies. Whittle [16] considers related problems under the name transient

programming. (With three different names already introduced for the same problem, we feel only

slightly guilty for introducing the fourth name "stochastic shortest path".) Whittle investigates cases

involving infinite state and control spaces under uniform boundedness conditions on the expected

termination time; his results have the same flavor as the contraction result of Veinott [15]. The

text by the first author [1] strengthens the earlier finite-state, finite-control results by weakening

the positive cost assumption; costs are instead assumed nonnegative, and existence of an optimal

proper policy is assumed as in Prop. 3 of Section 3, rather than implied by the positivity of the costs.

Our main result of the present paper (Prop. 2 in Section 3) dispenses with the cost nonnegativity

assumption, assuming instead that all improper policies yield a cost of +oo for some initial state,

and establishing a stronger connection with the theory of deterministic shortest path problems.

Furthermore, we allow the set of controls at each state to be infinite; this introduces substantial
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technical complications. A somewhat simpler version of our result, where the set of controls at each

state is assumed finite, is included in our recent text [3].

There is a class of interesting problems that is closely connected with the stochastic shortest

path problem, but is not covered by our results. This is the class of optimal stopping problems

investigated by Dynkin [7], and Grigelionis and Shiryaev [9], and further considered in several texts

[6], [10], [12], [16]. Here, a state-dependent cost is incurred only when invoking a stopping action

that drives the system to the destination; all costs are zero prior to stopping. Eventual stopping is

a requirement here, so to formulate such a stopping problem as a Markovian decision problem, it is

necessary to make the stopping costs negative (by adding a negative constant to all stopping costs

if necessary), providing an incentive to stop. We then come under the framework of this paper but

with Assumption 1 of the next section violated because the improper policy that never stops, while

nonoptimal, does not yield infinite cost for any starting state. Unfortunately, this seemingly small

relaxation of our assumptions invalidates our results as will be shown in Section 3 (cf. the example

of Fig. 3).

2. Problem Formulation

We have a discrete-time dynamic system with n states denoted 1,2,..., n. At each state i, we

are given a set of decisions or controls U(i). If the state is i and control u is chosen at some

time, the cost incurred is ci(u); the system then moves to state j with given probability ptj(u). In

specific applications, it may be natural to model the cost of a transition from state i to state j as a

scalar aij(u) that also depends on j (cf. the stochastic shortest path problem context discussed in

the previous section). We may reduce this case to the case discussed here by viewing ci(u) as an

expected cost, given by ci(u) = qjn=1pij(u)aij(u).

Consider the set of functions

M= { 1IP(i) E U(i), i= 1,...,n}.

A sequence {po,pl, .. .} with pi E M for all t, is called a policy, and if pi is the same for all t, it is

called a stationary policy.

Let P(p) be the transition probability matrix corresponding to p E M, that is, the matrix with

elements

[P(p)]0j = Pij ((i)), i, j = n.
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Let also

c(p) -

cn (p(n))

For any policy 7r = {po, i, ...)}, we have

Pr(State is j at time t I Initial state is i, and Xr is used) = [P(po)P(pil)... P(pt-1)]ij.

Therefore, if xi(7r) is the expected cost corresponding to initial state i and policy ir = {po, p/l,...),

and x(7r) is the vector with coordinates xlr(),... ,xn(r), we have

oo

x(7r) = E[P(po)P(pi).. P(p Il)] c(p), (1)
1=0

assuming the above series converges. When the above series is not known to converge, we use the

definition

(r) = lim inf P [P(po)P(pi) P(P-l )] c(p) (2)
k--~oo

where the lim inf is taken separately for each coordinate sequence. For a stationary policy {p, A,...},

the corresponding cost vector is denoted by x(p). We define the optimal expected cost starting at

state i as

x* = inf xi(r), V i. (3)

We say that the policy ar* is optimal if

xi(7r*) = inf x(7r), V i. (4)

It is convenient to introduce the mappings T. : Rn _ Rn and T: Rn F-_ Rn defined by

T,(x) = c(p) + P(p)x, P E M, (5)

T(x) = inf [c(p) + P(p)x] = inf T,(x). (6)
MEM MEM

A straightforward calculation verifies that for all t > 1, p, and x, the t-fold composition of the

mapping T. is given by
1-1

TI(x) = P(p),z + E P(p)kc(p). (7)
k=O

Furthermore, for any policy ir = {po, Pl,.. }, we have

x(7r) = lim(TT l, ** Tt)(zO),

whwre xO = (0, ... , 0) is the zero vector.
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We note two basic properties of T and T,. The first is that T and T, are monotone in the sense

x < x' T(x) < T(x'), (8)

x < ' TM(x)< T(x'), V P E M, (9)

where the above inequalities are meant to hold separately for each coordinate, that is, we write

x < y if x i < yi for all i. The second basic property is that for all x E n", scalars r, integers t > 0,

and functions pt, 1, .. i. ,it E M, we have

TP(x + re) = TP(x) + re, VI,(x + re) = T,(x) + re, (10)

(T TM2 ... T,,)(x + re) = (T ,Tl2 ... T,)(z) + re, (11)

where e is the vector (1, 1,..., 1).

We say that a stationary policy {p, p ,. . . is proper if lim_,o, [P(Lp)l] , = 1 for all i; otherwise,

we say that the policy is improper. We refer to a function p E M as proper or improper, if the

corresponding stationary policy is proper or improper, respectively. We introduce the following

assumptions:

Assumption 1:

State 1 is absorbing and cost-free, that is, pl1(u) = 1, and cl(u) = 0 for all u E U(1). Further-
more, there exists at least one proper stationary policy, and each improper stationary policy yields
infinite cost for at least one initial state, that is, for each improper ia E M, there is a state i such that

limk-.o [t=O P()C(#)]= oo.

Assumption 2:

For all states i, the set U(i) is a compact subset of a metric space, the function ci (.) is lower-semicontinuous
over U(i), and the functions pj(-), j = 1,...n, are continuous over U(i). (This is true in particular if
U(i) is a finite set.)

An important implication of Assumption 2 is that the infimum over u E U(i) in the definition (6)

of the mapping T is attained. Otherwise stated, for every x in the n-dimensional Euclidean space

n", there exists a p E M such that T,(x) = T(x).

The deterministic shortest path problem is an important example of a dynamic programming

problem where the above assumptions are natural. Here we are given a directed graph with nodes

1, 2,..., n, and a length aig for each arc (i, j). We view the nodes as the states of a Markov chain.

The stationary policies {p, p,...} correspond to assigning to each node i :f 1 a (single) neighbor

node p(i) = j; the cost of the transition is the length a,,(i) of arc (i, p(i)) (see Fig. 1). Node 1 is
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3 L(:0) - 4

u(2) 1 (5) 1

Figure 1 Viewing a (deterministic) shortest path problem as a special case of the problem of Section
2. The figure shows the paths corresponding to a stationary policy {/a, , ... ).. The control /(i) associated
with a node i 6 1 is a successor node of i. The policy shown is proper because the path from every state
leads to the destination.

the destination and is viewed as an absorbing and cost-free state for all p. It is seen that the usual

connectivity assumption (there is a path connecting every node with node 1), is equivalent to the

existence of at least one proper policy. An improper policy, by definition, is one for which there

exists an initial state i 0 1 such that starting at i, the sequence of generated successor nodes does

not contain node 1 and cycles indefinitely. The associated cost starting from i is infinite if and only

if the corresponding cycle has positive length. It can be seen therefore that Assumption 1 is satisfied

if and only if the connectivity assumption together with the positive cycle assumption (every cycle

not containing node 1 has positive length) hold. Consider now a proper policy. For every starting

node, the generated path of successor nodes eventually reaches node 1 and terminates there, in which

case, the total cost is equal to the length of the path. It follows that under Assumption 1, optimal

stationary policies are those that correspond to shortest paths.

3. Main Results

Since the cost associated with the absorbing state 1 is zero, all operations of interest for our

problem take place in the subspace

X = {x E i" I X1 = O}.

In particular under Assumption 1, T and To map X into itself as can be seen from the definitions

(5) and (6). An important property of a proper policy {p, p,.. .} is that the associated mapping T,

is a contraction mapping over X with respect to some weighted maximum norm, that is, a norm of

the form

IIxIIw = max , i
i=1,...,7n Wi



3. Main Results

where w E 'n" is a vector with positive coordinates. This contraction property follows from classical

results on nonnegative matrices, and is also a special case of the following proposition, which shows

that T is a contraction when all stationary policies are proper. The proof of this proposition is given

by Veinott ([15], Lemma 3) and is attributed to A. J. Hoffman. Another proof which is short and

constructive was given recently by P. Tseng in [14]. These proofs assume that the set U(i) is finite

but can be extended for the case where Assumption 2 holds instead.

Proposition 1: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and assume that all stationary policies are proper.

Then the mapping T of Eq. (6) is a contraction mapping over the subspace X = {x E J" I xl = 0}

with respect to some weighted maximum norm.

Given a proper policy {p, p,...}, we can consider the variation of the problem where {p, p,...}

is the only available policy, i.e. U(i) = {p(i)} for all i. Application of Prop. 1 then shows that T,

is a contraction with respect to some weighted maximum norm. Given the contraction property of

the mappings T and T,, one can infer a number of strong results regarding the associated Marko-

vian decision problem; essentially those available for discounted problems. In particular, under the

assumptions of Prop. 1 we have (see [5] and [2]):

(a) x* and ax(p), p E M, are the unique fixed points of T and T,, p E M, respectively.

(b) We have Tt(x) - ax* and T,(x) -4 x(p), p E M, for all x E Rn. Furthermore the rate of

convergence is geometric.

If there exist some improper policies, the mapping T need not be a contraction over X with

respect to any norm. This is shown by the example of Fig. 2 for which Assumptions 1 and 2 hold.

Despite this fact, the following proposition proves in effect the same results as when we have a

contraction property. (The only essential consequence of the fact that T is not a contraction is that

a geometric convergence rate for the sequence {T((z)} cannot be shown.)

Proposition 2: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then:

(a) The optimal cost vector x* is the unique fixed point of T within the subspace X = {ax E n I

X1 = 01.

(b) For every x E X, there holds

lim TP(x) = x*. (12)

(c) A stationary policy {p*, p*, . .} is optimal if and only if

T,.*(x*) = T(z*). (13)

Furthermore there exists an optimal (stationary) proper policy.
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Cost - Cost 1 Cost = 0 Cost 2

Transition diagram Transition diagram
and costs under and costs under
policy {I4,. . . .} policy {,'U'. ..)

Figure 2 Example problem where Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, but the mapping T is not

a contraction mapping over the subspace X = {x E K2 -j xl = O}. Here M = {(, )'} with transition

probabilities and costs as shown. The mapping T over the set X = { (X, ,2) I x = 0 } is given by

[T(x)]1 = 0,

[T(x)]2 = minjl + X2,2}.

Thus for X = (0,X2:) and X' = (0, X), with X2 < 1 and x4 < 1 we have

[T(x)] 2 - [T(x')]2 + X2) - (( 1 +) X+) = 1X2 - X21-

Therefore, T is not a contraction mapping over X with respect to any norm.

Proof: The proof is based on the following three lemmas. Our proof of the third lemma is quite

long and has been relegated to an appendix.

Lemma 1: Let Assumption 1 hold:

(a) If p is proper, then x(p) is the unique fixed point of T, within X. Furthermore, lim_,,1 T,(x) =

x(p) for all x E X.

(b) If x > TM,(x) for some x E X, then p is proper.

Proof: (a) By Prop. 1, T. is a contraction mapping over X when p is proper. As remarked earlier,

this implies the result.

(b) If x E X and z > T,,(x), then by the monotonicity of T,,

1-1

x > T"(x) = P(W)1 x + E P()kc(P), V t > 1. (14)
k=0

If {p, ,. .} were improper, then some subsequence of E-l P(p)kc(p) would have a coordinate that

tends to infinity, thereby contradicting the above inequality. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2: Let Assumption 1 hold. The mapping T of Eq. (6) is continuous over X.
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3. Main Results

Proof: A standard calculation (e.g. [1], p. 185) shows that

IIT(x) - T(x')Iloo < liZx - x'j0 V x, X' E n,

where 11 I is the maximum norm in ~R" (11x11O = maxi=l,..., ) Ixil). The continuity of T follows.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3: Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Suppose that {pk} C M is a sequence such that each

pk is proper and pk -* p for some p E M. Then:

(a) If p is proper, then lim infk,, x(pk) > x(p).

(b) If p is improper, there exists some i such that {x((pk)} is unbounded above.

Proof: See the Appendix.

We now return to the proof of Prop. 2. We first show that T has at most one fixed point within X.

Indeed, if x and x' are two fixed points in X, then we select p and p' such that x = T(x) = T,,(x) and

x' = T(x') = T,,(x'); this is possible because of Assumption 2. By Lemma 1(b), we have that p and

p' are proper, and Lemma 1(a) implies that x = x(p) and x' = x(p'). We have x = TP(x) < T,(x)

for all t > 1, and by Lemma l(a), we obtain x < lim_,,¢ T~,(x) = x(p') = x'. Similarly, x' < x,

showing that x = x' and T has at most one fixed point within X.

We next show that T has a fixed point within X. Let {p6,p,...) be a proper policy (there

exists one by Assumption 1). Choose p' E M such that T,,(x(p)) = T(x(p)). Then we have

x(p) = T,(x(p)) 2 T,,(x(p)). By Lemma l(b), p' is proper, and by the monotonicity of T., and

Lemma 1(a), we obtain

x(p) > lim Tf,(x(p)) = x(p'). (15)

Continuing in the same manner, we construct a sequence {#pk} C M such that each pk is proper and

x(pk) > T(x(pk)) > x(pk+l), V k = 0, 1,... (16)

By the compactness of U(i) (cf. Assumption 2), there is a subsequence {pk}keK converging to some

p E M. From Lemma 3(b) and Eq. (16), it is seen that p must be proper, and using Lemma 3(a),

we obtain

liminf x(pk) > x(p).
k--oo, kEK

Since by Eq. (16), {x(tpk)} is monotonically nonincreasing, it follows that the entire sequence {x(pk)}

converges to some x0¢ and we have

xo x(H). (17)
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3. Main Results

Therefore x** has finite coordinates, and by taking limit in Eq. (16), and by using the continuity of

T (cf. Lemma 2), we obtain xoo = T(xo). Thus, ax, is the unique fixed point of T within X. In fact

we can show that this fixed point is equal to x(p). Indeed, from Eq. (16) we have

T. (2(pk)) TT(x(pk)) _> x,

and by taking limit we obtain T,(zxo) > 2x0. This implies that x(p) = lim,-, VI(xoo) xoo, which

combined with Eq. (17) yields x(p) = xo,.

Next we show that the unique fixed point of T within X is equal to the optimal cost vector x*,

and that Tt(x) -* x* for all x E X. The construction of the preceding paragraph provides a proper

p such that T(x(p)) = x(p). We will show that Tl(x) --* x(p) for all x E X, and that x(p) = x*.

Let A be the vector with coordinates

Ai = (0, if i=1,
(18)

6, ifi 1,

where 6 > 0 is some scalar, and let xA be the vector in X satisfying

T(xa) = xa - A.

To see that there is a unique such vector, note that the equation xa = c(p) + A + P(P)xA (=

T,((x) + A) has a unique solution within X because p is proper, and thus the mapping on the right

side of the equation is a contraction. Since x& is the cost vector corresponding to p for c(p) replaced

by c(p) + A, we have xza x(p). We have

x(p) = T(x(p)) < T(xA) < T,(xA) = xA- A < xA.

Using the monotonicity of T and the previous relation, we obtain

x(P) = DT(x(P)) < TP(xA) < T-l(xa) < Xa, V t > 1.

Hence, TI(xA) converges to some i E X, and by continuity of T (cf. Lemma 2), we must have

x = T(i). By the uniqueness of the fixed point of T shown earlier, we must have I = x(p). It is

also seen that

x(p) - A = T(x(p)) - A < T(x() - A) < T(x(y)) = x(p).

Thus, T'(x(p) - A) is monotonically increasing and bounded above. Similarly, as earlier, it follows

that liml,, T(x(p) - A) = x(p). For any x E X, we can find 6 > 0 such that

x(p) - A < x < XA.

11~~ ~ ~
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By the monotonicity of T, we then have

T(x(p) - A) < () < T(z), V t > 1,

and since lim_,,T l(x(p)- A) = limi,,'oT(xa) = x(p), it follows that lim_,, Ti(x) = x(p). To

show that x(p) = x*, take any policy 7r = {po, l,. .). We have

(TO ...* Tt-l )(xO) > D(>),

where x0 is the zero vector. Taking the limit inferior in the preceding inequality, we obtain

x(7r)> x(),

so {p, . . I.} is an optimal policy and x(p) = x*.

To prove part (c), we note that if {p*, p*,...} is optimal, then x(p*) = 2* and p* is proper,

so T'*(x*) = T*.(x(p*)) = x(p*) = x* = T(x*). Conversely, if x* = T(x*) = T*,(x*), it follows

from Lemma 1(b) that p* is proper, and by using Lemma 1(a), we obtain x* = z(p*). Therefore,

{fs*,p*,...) is optimal. Because by Assumption 2, there exists p* E M such that T(x*) = T,*(X*),

it follows that there exists an optimal proper policy. Q.E.D.

We now discuss the effects of relaxing some of our assumptions. The following example shows

that the compactness Assumption 2 is essential for our results.

Example 1:

Consider a problem with two states, 1 and 2. State 1 is absorbing and cost-free. In state 2 we must
choose a control u from the interval (0, 1]; we incur a cost -u, and then move to state 1 with probability
u or stay in state 2 with probability 1 - u. We note that Assumption 1 is satisfied and that all stationary
policies are proper. However, Assumption 2 is violated. The mapping T takes the form

[T(x)]1 = 0, [T(x)] 2 = inf [-u + (1 - U)x2].
uE(0,1]

It can be seen that we have x = T(x) for all x E X with X2 < -1. Hence Prop. 2 does not hold.
Furthermore T cannot be a contraction mapping, so Prop. 1 does not hold.

The next example, given in Fig. 3, illustrates the sensitivity of our results to seemingly minor

changes in Assumption 1. In particular, here there is a (nonoptimal) improper policy that yields

finite cost for all initial states (rather than infinite cost for some initial state), and T has multiple

fixed points. This example depends on the presence of a negative cost ci(u). When the costs ci(u)

are all nonnegative, similar results as the ones of Prop. 2 are known under the following version of

Assumption 1, which allows improper policies with finite cost for all initial states:
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Co Cost 0 CostO ost 0 Cost 0

Transition diagram and Transition diagram and
costs under policy costs under policy

ts ,. ....I (l1'd.' l

Figure 3 Example where Prop. 2 fails to hold when Assumption 1 is violated. This example is in

effect a deterministic shortest path problem involving a cycle with zero length. There are two stationary

policies, {f,/, A,.. .) and {/i', t', ... } with transition probabilities and costs as shown. The equation x = T(x)

over the subspace X = { (1 ,x2, 3) I xl = 0 } is given by

X1 = 0,

X2 = min{-1, 3 },

X3 = X2,

and is satisfied by any vector of the form x = (0, 6, 6) with 6 < -1. Here the proper policy {, A, .... .} is
optimal and the corresponding optimal cost vector is x* = (0, -1, -1). The difficulty is that there is the
nonoptimal improper policy {/,', ', .. .} that has finite (zero) cost for all initial states.

Assumption 1':

State 1 is absorbing and cost-free and all costs c,(u) are nonnegative. Furthermore, there exists an

optimal proper policy.

The following result is essentially given in [1], Section 6.4:

Proposition 3: Let Assumptions 1' and 2 hold. Then:

(a) The optimal cost vector x* is the unique fixed point of T within the set

X+ = {x E W" I x 0, x1 = 0}

(b) For every x E X+, there holds

lim Tt(x) = x*.

(c) A stationary policy {p*, p* .... } is optimal if and only if

T,*(x*) = T(x*).

Proof: Part (a) is given in [1], p. 256. (Note that finiteness of U(i) is assumed in [1], but the

extension to the more general case where Assumption 2 holds is straightforward.) Part (c) is a
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standard result for undiscounted Markovian decision problems with ci(u) > 0 ([1], p. 216). Part (b)

is shown as in the proof of Prop. 2, by establishing the inequality

Ti(x0) < Ti(x) < T(xa), V x E X+, t = 0,1,...,

where x° is the zero vector and xrA is a suitable vector of the form (18). Q.E.D.

It is essential to use X+, rather than X, in the results of Prop. 3. To see this, consider the

example of Fig. 3 but change the costs ci(u) so that they are now all equal to zero. Then, both the

proper policy {p, p,.. .} and the improper policy {p', p',...} are optimal, so Assumption 1' holds.
However, it can be seen that all vectors of the form x = (0, s, 6) with 6 < 0 are fixed points of T.

Note also that in the example of Fig. 3, we have cj(u) < 0 for all i and u E U(i). Therefore an

assumption analogous to Assumption 1' with all costs nonpositive, instead of nonnegative, does not

imply that x* is the unique fixed point of T within the set X- = {x E a" I z < 0, x1 = 0}, even if

all improper policies are nonoptimal.

We finally note that if the optimal cost vector x* is known to be finite, the results of Prop. 2 can

be shown with the compactness Assumption 2 replaced by the following weaker assumption:

Assumption 2':

The set

,u E U(i) I ci(U) + .p,i(u)xj < a} (19)
j=l

is compact for all i, x E Wn", and a E R. Furthermore, the function ci(.) is lower-semicontinuous over
U(i), and the functions pij(.), j = 1,... n, are continuous over U(i).

Briefly, under Assumptions 1 and 2' it can be seen that the infimum in the definition of T(x) (cf.

Eq. (6)) is attained, that Lemmas 1 and 2 hold, and that the proof of Lemma 3 also goes through. A

sequence {jk} can be constructed as in the proof of Prop. 2 with x(pk) monotonically nonincreasing

and converging to some x,, which is finite since x(pk) > x*. It can be seen that {pk(i)} lies in the

set

{u E U(i) I ci(u) + Epij(u)(xo)j < x( °) ,
j=l

which is compact by Assumption 2'. Therefore, we can extract a subsequence {pk}keK converging

to some proper p. The remainder of the proof of Prop. 2 goes through with no changes.

4. Constructing an Optimal Proper Policy

We now show how an optimal proper policy can be obtained through the successive approximation

and policy iteration methods.
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Consider first the successive approximation method. Here, starting from some x E X we compute

Tk(x) for k = 1, 2, ... as well as functions plk E M such that

T~k [Tk-'(X)] = Tk(x), V k = 1,2,...

or equivalently

n n

ci(pk(i)) + Epij(#p(i)) [Tk-l(X)]j _< ci(u) + pij(u)[Tk-l(x)]j, V k, i, u E U(i). (20)
j=1 ij=

(We can select such pk because of Assumption 2.) From Prop. 2(b) we have limk,,, Tk(x) = x*.

Consider any subsequence {pk}*kEK that converges to some p E M; since pk(i) E U(i) for all k and

U(i) is compact (by Assumption 2), there exists at least one such subsequence. By taking limit

inferior in Eq. (20) as k -- oo, k E K, we see that

~~n T~n

ci(p(i)) + i pij(P(i))x_ < ci(u) + Zpj(u)2x, V i, u E U(i).
=1 ji=l

It follows that T,(zx) = T(z*) = x*, so by Prop. 2(c), the policy {p, p,...} obtained from the

successive approximation method is optimal.

The policy iteration algorithm is based on the construction used in the proof of Prop. 2 to show

that T has a fixed point. In the typical iteration of this algorithm, given a proper policy {p, P, .. .}

and the corresponding cost vector x(p), one obtains a new proper policy {p', a', .. .} satisfying the

equation TM, (x(p)) = T(x(p)), or, equivalently,

p'(i) = argm(i [ci (u) + pi(u)j(p)], i = 2,3,..., n.

It was shown in Eq. (15) that x(p') < x(p). It can be seen also that strict inequality xi(p') < x;(p)

holds for at least one state i, if p is nonoptimal; otherwise we would have x(p) = T(x(p)) and by

Prop. 2(b), p would be optimal. Therefore, the new policy is strictly better if the current policy

is nonoptimal. When the sets U(i) are finite, the number of stationary policies is also finite, and

it follows that the policy iteration algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations with an

optimal proper policy. Under the more general Assumption 2, the argument of the proof of Prop.

2 following Eq. (15) shows that if {pk} is the generated sequence by the policy iteration algorithm,

then every limit point of {pk} is an optimal proper policy.
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We introduce some terminology. We say that state j is reachable from state i under a transition

probability matrix P if there exists a positive integer t such that the ijth element of the matrix PI,

denoted [PI]ij, is positive. This is equivalent to the existence of a sequence of positive probability

transitions starting at i and ending at j. (In fact, it is seen that this sequence need not contain

more than n - 1 transitions.) A policy {p, p, . .} is proper if and only if state 1 is reachable from

all other states under P(p) (or equivalently, if and only if [P(p)n]il > 0 for all i).

A set of states S is said to be an ergodic class under a transition probability matrix if every state

in S is reachable from every other state in S under this matrix. States that do not belong to any

ergodic class are referred to as transient. Note that under Assumption 1, the set {1} consisting of

just state 1 is an ergodic class under all P(p), p E M. Furthermore, p is improper if and only if

under P(p), there exists an ergodic class other than {1}.

For any proper policy p, we have x(p) = c(p) + P(p)x(p), from which, using the fact x,(p) = 0,

we obtain

(I - P(p) + E)x(p) = c(p), (21)

where I is the identity, and E is the matrix with all elements in the first column equal to one and

all other elements equal to zero. Since p is proper, we have

N-1

E = lim - E p(I)-
k=O

and from a well known result (e.g. [1], p. 337), it follows that I- P(p) + E is invertible. Therefore,

x(p) = (I - P(p) + E) c(p) (22)

for all proper p. From this equation and the definition of x(p) it also follows that

(I-P(p) + E)- 1c= ( P(P)p) c (23)

for all vectors c with cl = 0.

Proof of part (a): Since pk -- p and c&(.) is lower semicontinuous, we have for every e > 0

c (pk(i)) > c,(p(i)) -

for all i and all k sufficiently large. Therefore,

(• P(Pk) ) C(k) > ( P(Pk)1) c(p) -e (I P(pk)) e,
1=0 1=0 1=0

where e = (0,1, 1,..., 1)'. Using Eqs. (22) and (23), we see that

x(pk) = (I - P(pk) + E)-lc(k) > (I - p(pk) + E)'c(p) - e(I - p(pk) + E)le.
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Since p is proper and P(-) is continuous, by taking the limit inferior as k -+ oo and by using also

Eq. (22), we obtain

liminf (pk) > x(p) - (I -P() + E) - e.
k--*oo

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, we can take the limit as e -- 0, and it follows that

liminf x(p kt ) > x(p).
k-*oo

Proof of part (b): Let S be the set consisting of state 1 together with the states from which

state 1 is reachable under P(p). Let S be the complementary set of states, S = {i I i ¢ S}. Since p

is improper, it is seen that S is the union of a nonempty subset SE consisting of ergodic classes and

a (possibly empty) subset ST of transient states from which only states in SE are reachable under

P(p). We claim that

x2(p)= oo, V i ES. (24)

To show this, assume the contrary, i.e. that there exists some i E S with xi(p) < oo. Let

C = max Ici (p(i)) .

We distinguish two cases:

(a) i E -SE: In this case, let Ei be the ergodic class of i. Then for all states j E Ei, we have

xj(p) < oo, since

xi(p) < x,(p) + CE{Tji} < oo,

where Tji is the (random) number of transitions to reach i for the first time starting from j

and E(Tji) is its expected value under P(p). Consider now any proper 7 and let

y(s), ifs EEi,

i(s), otherwise.

Then it is seen that there are two ergodic classes under P(i), namely E; and {1}, and since

x5 (A) = z,(p) < oo00 for all s E EE, it follows that x,(At) < oo for all s = 1,..., n. This

contradicts Assumption 1 since j is improper.

(b) i E ST: In this case, we have

xI(p) > min{xj(p)} - CE{Ti}, (25)
jESE

where Ti is the (random) number of transitions to reach a state in SE for the first time starting

from i. Since xj(p) = oo for all j E SE (as shown earlier) and E{Tji < oo by the definition of

ST and SE, Eq. (25) yields a contradiction.
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We have thus completed the proof of Eq. (24). This equation can be written as

T-1 n

lim 2 E [p(p)%(, cj(p(j)) = oo, V i E S.
T=0 j=1

It follows that there exists a T > 0 and an A > 0 such that

Z C [P(P)1],j Ci (p(j)) > A, V i E S.
t=0 j=l

Since p(pk) - P(p) and liminfk_., cj(pk(j)) > cj(p(j)) (cf. the lower semicontinuity of cij()), it

follows that for all sufficiently large k we have

T-1 n

E E [P(k")'],i c j(p"(j)) > A, V i E S. (26)
t=0 j=l

Note that we can choose the integer T arbitrarily large; for reasons that will become apparent shortly

(cf. Eq. (29)), we will choose T > n.

We now write for all i and k

T-1 n

X1 (pk) = E> [P(pk)l]j Cj(pk(j)) + E [P(pk)T], ZXj(pk)
t=O j=1 jES (27)

+ E [P(p')T]q, xj(k)
jES, jjI

where we have used the property zl(p k) = 0. Let

B = Tmin cj(W(j)) -,

where c is some positive number, and let

mk= min xj(pk), m = min xij(k).

Fix some i E S. Using Eq. (27) we have for all k large enough

x,(ik) > B + 6.mk + k-fk (28)

where

= E [p(,k)T],, ,=: E [P(j"k)T],.

jes, jil jES

Note that

6 + ±e < 1, Vk, i S, (29)
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because pk is proper and T > n. Let i(k) be such that xi(k)(pk) = mk. Then from Eq. (28) we

obtain

mk > B + S6k)mk + i()k W. (30)

Furthermore, in view of the definition of the set S and the continuity of P(.), we have

lim sup ) < max lim O' = max E [p(p)T]]j = 1- min [P(p)T], < 1. (31)
k--+oo -- iES, il k--S, iES, it1 jE.S iAtES, it1

Fix some j e S. Using Eqs. (26) and (27) we have

xj(pk) > A + an-Wk + pmk,

where

a3 = [p(,k)T]j,, = Z [p(k)T]jl.
yes $ES, S#1

Note that the continuity of P implies that

lim ajk = E [p(p)T]j, = 1, lim k = Z [P(p)T ]j, =O, (32)

sES YES, SAI

because policy p is improper, and because of the definition of the sets S and S. Let j(k) be such

that Xj(k)(pk) = mk. Then,

.mk > A + a%.(k) + 3 (k ). (33)

From Eq. (30) and the fact 1 - 6,b) > 0 [cf. Eq. (29)], we have

B i(k ) 
m' > B + e?___L~.

b(ik) + -'l(k)

By using this relation in Eq. (33), we obtain

e _ B

Tj'k > A+ k4- ffk + j ( , 0) -k qka /3(k ~) 1 - k---- -f;(')1- 6-k
s(k) i(k)

or

1 -(k) 3 (k) ( 1 - 6 k )'- (34)
i(k) i(k)

Now in view of Eq. (29), we have

1-() <1

and we also have

k(k) +/3k(.) < 1, V k,
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because pk is proper. Therefore, the scalar

(1- ) -g(k) 1 - 6k
i(k)

is positive and we can divide with it in Eq. (34) without reversing the inequality sign. We obtain

fk bA -qk B 1-ak -jk (35)
mŽ i 1- _ i(k) j((k) 1 (3k

S'M i(k)mk > (A--/k(k) l _ ,i ) 1--/ k-- i(k) .l (35)-

For sufficiently large k, the numerator in the right side of the above inequality is positive and bounded

away from zero because limsupk,. 6k < 1 [cf. Eq. (31)], P3( ) --+ 0 [cf. Eq. (32)], and A > 0, while

the denominator is positive by the preceding argument and converges to zero since aj(k) --+ 1 and

k -() - 0 [cf. Eq. (32)]. It follows therefore from Eq. (35) that limk,, mk = xo, which proves the

result. Q.E.D.
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